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PRROFILE DATA LEGAL NOTICE

Information provided by Profile Data is copyright Profile Group (Pty) Ltd 
and/or its subsidiaries, and is protected by both national and 
international intellectual property laws. Accordingly, any unauthorised 
copying, reproduction, retransmission, distribution, dissemination, sale, 
publication, broadcast or other circulation or exploitation of the 
information will constitute an infringement of that copyright.Certain data 
is the intellectual property of the relevant news and information services 
provider or third parties that provide such data to us. 

The data is protected by copyright and other intellectual laws and all 
ownership rights remain with the information service provider or the 
third party or us, as the case may be. Profile Group (Pty) Ltd, its 
associates and subsidiaries, disclaim all liability for any loss, damage, 
injury or expense, however caused, arising from any use of or reliance 
upon, in any manner whatsoever, the information provided. The 
company and its officers, directors, partners and employees, including 
persons  involved in the preparation or issuance of this document, may 
from time to time deal in or hold securities, or derivatives thereof, about 
which information is supplied via this service.

The information provided by Profile Data is for information purposes only 
and should not be construed as part of an offer or solicitation to buy or 
sell any securities or derivatives, nor should it be construed as 
investment advice.
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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Company name NSI PROJECTS SOLUTIONS
Registration -----
Tax number -----
Company type Private Company

NSINSINSI   PROJECTSPROJECTSPROJECTS   SOLUTIONSSOLUTIONSSOLUTIONS is  a fully  black owned company  registered and 
complied with Company registrations. The Company was founded by a brilliant 
business minded individual, Mr Ishmael Sekwatapa Nkwana with the aim to 
assist the South African economy with construction services at a wide range. 
NSI PROJECTS SOLUTIONS main focus is solely on  general offerings and 
competitive market offerings. 

The company has a vision  to grow  and reach the entire country and even 
International as it grows, with proper motivation and solid foundation, NSI 
PROJECTS SOLUTIONS is potentially destined to be considered one of the 
leading construction companies in the near future. 
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BEE POLICY- NSI PROJECTS SOLUTIONS  commits itself to promote Black 
Economic Empowerment and affirmative action as prescribed in the 
government equity bill.The company understands the importance of diversity, 
empowerment and acknowledge gender equality.An equal opportunity is 
afforded to each of the personnel to ensure development and growth of the 
workforce to full potential.  

SERVICESSERVICESSERVICES
We offer services nationwide with the purpose to offer best and resourceful services that will 
contribute in the building of the vibrant economy and we always aim to introduce new 
transformation to the construction industry.

1. Building construction                          2. Roads & Infrastructure

     3. Roads and Infrastructure                    4. Maintenance services

     5. Dams & Bridges                                    6. Rehabilitation & all civil related
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FOCUSEDFOCUSEDFOCUSED   SERVICESSERVICESSERVICES

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE
Construct ion,  Infrastructure  and  maintenance

Our work explains the art  and science of  Building construction in 
great clarity and detail.  Our goal  is  to make building construction 
methods explorable and of  ease access also to make our clients 
understand the concept of  building construction and maintenance 
services through our brilliant work.

INFRASTRUCTURE & OTHER CIVIL PROJECTS
Roads,  dams  and  br idges

We offer quality roads and infrastructure development construction 
as well  as maintenance. We focus on the design of  roads and civil  
structures and we have all  technical  knowledge and project  
management skills  for  the design and construction of  
infrastructures,  these include roads,  dams, bridges and all  civil  

related.   
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MISSIONMISSIONMISSION   STATEMENTSTATEMENTSTATEMENT
As  a  growing  company,  we  have  set  different  strategic  growth  goals  to  assist  
us  to  grow  massively  and  multiply  our  company  countrywide  and  
internationally

                              

STATEMENTS 
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MARKETINGMARKETINGMARKETING

SOURCE �OF �MARKETING
In our company marketing is one of the important aspects of 
our business.We use various resources of marketing to reach 
our potential  clients. These include:

         WORD �OF �MOUTH �

This type of marketing  involves our team of distributors to  
spread the word about our supply to the Businesses and 
Community by talking to them or giving out flyers and business 
card

          SOCIAL �MEDIA
We currently use Facebook, Instagram,  Twitter,& WhatsApp to 
advertise our business digitally.This marketing strategy is very 
convenient because most of our target clients use social  media 
daily.

      � � �LOCAL �BULLETIN
We also use local bulletin to spread the word about our 
business to everyone reachable in all  provinces

                                 INTERNET
We use our website to reach out to our potential  clients, our 
website is fully hosted on Google with domain verification. 
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NETWORKINGNETWORKINGNETWORKING

As a broad and ambitious Company we are open to work and 
cooperate with other companies,organisations and small  
businesses which are in the same line of industry with us..  We 
believe that networking is best strategy to assist us to gain 
more experience and also become more sophisticated in what 
we do thereafter we could be able to pride ourselves more 
about the services we offer and supply.

NSI PROJECTS SOLUTIONS Pty Ltd  is a private Company, 
therefore it  is held under private ownership. We as a company 
may have shareholders but our company's shares do not trade 
on public exchanges and are not issued through an initial  public 
offering (IPO). Thereafter the only partnership we are 
applicable to involve in is time based which only include profit  
sharing.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

We have a vibrant connection with our economy, the services 
we offer assist our economy in these 3 ways:

 Reliability
We are always able to deliver our services to our customers so 
in this manner,the community, customers and the government 
can rely on us in terms of delivery.

 Affordability
Affordability is one of our mission statements, we strive daily to 
make our prices affordable to everyone so that our services can 
be used by everyone in the community .  

 Sustainability
Quality service is what we promise our clients, and we aim to 
keep our distribution active even during the pandemics.
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CONTACTCONTACTCONTACT   DETAILSDETAILSDETAILS

Phone:  +2772  388  2927
Phone:  +2763  364  4545

Emai l :  In fo@ns ipro jectsso lut ions .com
Webs i te:  www.ns ipro jectsso lut ions .com

Address:  10106  Mandagshoek,  Dr iekop
              1129,  South  Af r i ca .

mailto:Info@nsiprojectssolutions.com
mailto:Info@nsiprojectssolutions.com
http://www.nsiprojectssolutions.com
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